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Introduction 
 

We find ourselves on the 
planet Earth in 2018.  

Humanity seems to have 
gone mad. Crazy has become 
so normalized that some 
have no awareness of how 
very imbalanced and 
dangerous we have become 
to the earth and to each 

other.  

Many have a deep sense that something is not okay and want to make a difference, to 
shift the direction and outcome.  

They are ready to take up the charge! 

That is well and good. It is so like the Divine Nature of humanity. And yet, just like any 
enormous journey, it is best to take time to prepare.  

The intention of this class is to give you a view of earth purpose, humanity's role, and a 
deep look into the energy fields, cultures, beyond earth that we exist within. 

What are they? What caused them? Where does humanity fit in this bigger picture? 
What has transpired in the shared experiences well before our day in 2018? What has 
been tried? What has proven effective? Who is available to assist or to sabotage? 
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Here are some questions to consider: 

•How do you make sense of the invasions and occupying and domination forces 
around us in the physical world without knowing of the Galactic Worlds, the 
Outsiders and their agendas?  

•How do you understand the targeted focus on females and their natural intuitive, 
sensitive gifts if you don't know of the role the /Souls in Female bodies were to 
play?  

•What stories have been created to explain the pernicious nature that dominates 
and uses natural resources with no thought to equality, balance, long-term 
sustainability without awareness of Outsider's parasitic agendas. 

•When you see expressions of the great Good within humanity, what explains the 
self-absorbed, narcissist attitude unless you factor in those whose agendas are of 
usury and control? 

Our current stories may be 5000 years old, some are only 200 years old. We are living 
in a consciousness created to help us survive far down the timeline of the beginning 
damage. 

This class is intended to update students on the new place to Be as points of light 
whose focus is effective in changing the cause of humanity's chaos at the deepest cause 
level. And, to answer these questions: 

How has the focus to impact our energy fields in the galactic world changed in the 
world regions. 

How effective has the work to remove Outsider energy and agendas been? 

What does that work have to do with the manifested forms of the Outsider agenda, 
their systems, policies, organizations and cultures in the Earth experience? 

How can I work during 2019 to cause massive change in the consciousness that still 
manifests in forms that dominate, control, use, and create conflict? 
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The Galactic Worlds 
Divine Families included in Earth Mission 

DF #1:   is curiosity and the choice to experience various aspects of Good 

 vibrational ray of  

DF #2:   is to experience and radiate Peace, Emotional balance 

 vibrational ray of clear Blue 

DF #3:   is to experience and broadcast inner knowing with Gifts of Unseen/Spirit 

 vibrational ray of clear Orange  

DF #4:   is to experience and radiate Joy 

 vibrational ray of clear White 

DF #5:   is to use Power Correctly. A Deep Inner Strength, ability to see BS 

 vibrational ray of clear Yellow 

DF #6:  is to experience and broadcast inner knowing with Gifts of Unseen/Spirit 

 vibrational ray of clear Orange 

DF #7:   is to experience and broadcast Clarity of Soul, the All Good of Home 

 vibrational ray of clear violet 

What Family agenda resonates with your deepest self? _______________ 
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History of Our Galactic Worlds 
1st World: 64th:    first Divine Family extended as one group mind family* (c/g) 

3rd World:  Outsider whisper to suggest, "let go of "parent's hand" 

• Chose distorted experiences by group minds consensus, chip 

• Outsider whisper to 13th that they are "not enough to do the job" 

• 13th called for return to wholeness, chip removal, it was not done 

• wholeness and spontaneous disconnect continued in 12 families 

• 13th group integrated back into the other 12 or remained separated 

• Divine families #2 (c/b) and #3 (c/0) extended  - their first world** 

4th World: continues extending with energy vibrations slowing down 

•  12 families call for help, no answer, fear grows 
•  Various plans to survive until help came 

•  Outsider offer to help, bait and switch (this was a constant) 

•  From this point onward, energy was syphoned for Outsider use 

•  Divine families extended #4 (c/w, #5 (c/y), #6 (c/0)  - their first world 

5th World: Greater Outsider invasions, violence and battles (ongoing and escalating) 

•  Each family group contracted to limit energy to signal for help 
•  Divine family #5 (c/v) extended - their first world 
•  Divine family added "I am abandoned" to the heavy energy vibrations 

6th World: Greater fracturing within Divine family #1, 

•  Continued diminishing of Divine by Sacred Contracts within all families 
•  All Divine families were experiencing Outsider invasions, take-overs 
•  Energy vibrations, contaminated with Outsiders, slowed 

7th World:  New  plans to remove parasites, restore sovereignty and balance 

8th World: Earth, mission volunteers, birth, Neaderthals are examples 

Experiences from Outsider's Agendas of deceit, control, domination, and usury will keep 
repeating as long as the seeds in the conscious, the individual unconscious, the collective 

conscious, the collective unconscious, and group psyches remain.   
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*First family was shown in 2000  ** Families 2-7 shown in 2015 
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Challenges to be Addressed 

The environment created by the Outsiders, parasitic by nature, was destroying our families. 
Throughout the decline in the 7 world regions, there had been much effort made be 
the Divine families to free themselves from the Outside Parasitic societies. By the 7th 
world, the families knew they were in deep trouble, their life force was being sucked 
away and the families were "dying."  

Here is what the Divine Families faced: 

• A constant program that spontaneously created a 'disconnect' from Source 
causing imbalance, chaos, fear, and a diminishing of energy/life. 

• There was a constant "broadcasting' from Outsiders of all forms of "not 
enough." 

• The ownership of the families by the Outsiders. They had become the 'masters' 
through violence, and deceit. 

• The woundings from conflict with the Outsiders that weakened the families. 

• A constant monitoring by the Outsiders that prevented effective group 
discussion and the consensus needed in the Divine collectives. 
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Earth Plans 
There were many issues to be considered in any plan to free the Divine Families. 
Eventually, the plan for the next "world" experience was proposed and accepted. 
A. The families lacked the 'authority' to demand the Outsiders to leave and so the plan 

was to have two Earth body suits, each with specific assignments. 
1. Male: anchor the flow home energy of all Possibilities into Earth situations, to 

nurture and inspire 
a. carry two contractural marks of Outsider ownership, willing to be the target, 

monitored by them, distracting them 
b. using the Heart center as his guidance, he would make a deep commitment to 

the Soul in a female body suit whose design resonates with his Heart  
c. would bring his full strength to assure that her designs are fed and brought to 

manifestation 
2. Female: hidden from the Outsiders, she could anchor safely to Mother Earth 

and create the "garden" to allow the Mission volunteers to thrive 
a. her natural sense of relationship between all things provided a wider view for 

designing environments/communities that would bring Good and Benefit to 
All 

b. her systems of sensitivity would be awakened to enable her to "taste" that 
which would bring life and that which would destroy life 

c. she carried no ownership marks and so she could speak with authority and 
identify any energy of Outsiders and demand they be removed back to their 
home of origin. 

B. Groups consensus would be a long process. Personal choice would be the law for 
this Earth. This would allow quick action when the female sensed the Outsiders. 

C. Outsiders were deceptive, hiding their true nature. The Law of Manifestation would 
make energy frequencies visible in order for those in female bodysuit to identify 
them. 

D. Those in physical bodysuits were the ones who could call for changes. No 
interference from outside groups. 

The volunteers for Earth Mission came as small groups in various areas on the planet. 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Crippled Plans 

This was a new 
experience in many 
ways. The first task was 
to get to know the 
bodysuit, the planet, 
within the first 
evolutionary steps. 
Those souls in male bodysuits moved the energy 0f the sun, expand it for the use of the 
souls in female bodysuits. The souls in female bodysuits had the freedom to actively 
engage with earth, find the place and resources for thriving. Once stability and 
resources were assured, those in female bodysuits would activate their center for 
identifying Outsiders to commanding their removal. During this time, those in male 
bodysuits were being monitored and appeared to be doing very little, no need for 
Outsiders to be alarmed. 
Just about 50,000 years ago, the discernment center in the female bodysuits began to 
activate. Within one group, a female, in her excitement, made a mis-step occurred. It is 
the basis of the story of the Garden of Eden.  
At that point, the Outsiders became aware of several things. One, they had no 
ownership over the female bodysuit. Second, the female bodysuit had the ability to 
detect their energies. Third, the male bodysuit was able to bring energy from the sun in 
less contaminated form to nurture, anchor fuel to for those in the female bodysuit. 
The Outsiders immediately clamped down on those as male and began using them for 
Outsider purposes, i.e. a mining/slave planet. Then they created a program to crush the 
female bodysuit in order to attach devices of ownership using the male bodysuits. They 
began an extensive sweep of the planet invading the many other groups of volunteers. 
The Outsiders now suspected all had hidden females. They acted on their ownership of 
the male bodysuit to crippled the DNA holding codes for the evolutionary path, 
disconnected the heart as guidance center and anchored motivation through the 
gonads where the ownership chips resided. They then crippled the female bodysuit. 
The power and discernment center of her solar plexus of belly wisdom was 
disconnected and an ownership chip overlaid in the heart center. This would manifest 
as servitude in the name of love. 35,000 years ago, the crippled bodysuits were 
completely replaced by an Outsider design. 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From Neanderthals 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Overview of What Has Changed 

The Galactic worlds  

Beginning in 2001:  

2001:  Chip removed from 3rd world, all of nature called in to broadcast the change 

2002:  Sacred Contracts identified, completed and removed ongoingly 
2002:  Divine families cleared, unified ongoingly 

2006:  Energy to self-correct eliminating the need for external help 
2006: Secured channels for communication 

2016:  Phoenix Grid Activated on Earth 
2018:  Haz-mat suit with extraction decrees  

2018:  Galactic Council Collective Declaration 
2018: Outsiders participation in removing their family 

2018: Original Home/First worlds are totally cleansed and re-built as Wholeness 
2018: Divine families energized, and ready to participate 

Earth 

1997:  DNA/Chakras back to updated original blueprint within bodysuit 
1997: PTO teams and have expanded 

2002:  Focused work to dismantle earth systems based on Outsider agenda and 
             influence, political, educational, judicial, financial, etc. 

2005: Beginning removal os both ownership contracts from male bodysuits 
2005: Healing of wounds and trauma within female psyche ongoing 

2006: The Discernment and Authority of souls in female bodysuit was given to the 
Gaia team 

2005: Collaborative healing teams  
2016: Tesla Teams 

2016: Whistle blowers on board 
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What Remains 

Looking at the world, what do you see? Here are some ideas: 

• Entrenched turncoats, human beings supporting the domination agenda 
• Dug in Outsider energies within leaders 
• Solidified systems formed from Outsider agendas 
• Dogma, concepts that remain in group mind are manifested in our world 

What is available within the Spiritual World?  

• The 7 Divine Families are stronger for partnering 
• The collective of Earth Volunteers more accessible 
• Birth plans with negative imprints and frequencies remain within most bodysuits 
• Outsiders broadcasting devices to be dismantled and removed 
• The few Outsider groups who have been untouched and inhabit or influence 

policy makers 
• The "seeds" inserted in the distant past that continues to foundation Outsider's 

manifested forms 

The Planetary energies during January 2020 
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What Is The Consciousness 

The upheaval in the world today is not about gender, color of skin, culture, wealth, or 
any other label. It is about the impact of the Outsider's agenda on each of us, our 
genetic inherited trauma for those agendas, which has left us in false value systems or 
consciousness states.  

We are in a crisis, a crisis created from contaminated Consciousness. 

Here is a break-down of those values within the various larger groups: 

80%   of Earth population are of the seven Divine Families who volunteered for Earth 
Mission 

15%   within the 80% of Mission Volunteers to the wake up of the Earth Mission  

5%    of population are Outsiders in bodysuits 
15% are some type of manufactured or cloned bodies with Outsiders controlling 

Of the 65% of Divine Family Volunteers: 
Traditionalists 20% 

Modernists  15% 
Cultural Creative 65% 

Of the 15% Volunteers to wake up Earth Mission 
Traditionalists   3% 

Modernists    4% 
Cultural Creative 93% 

Of the 20% Parasitic influenced or presence 
Traditionalists 70% 

Modernists  30% 
Cultural Creative   0% 
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Values Distinguished 
0Traditionalists value one as leader, preferably male, who gives directive. Those 
under the leader are valued according to their obedience. Values reflective of times 
when humanity lived in small villages and had to act quickly to survive outside attacks. 
Modernists favor larger rather then small. Their goal is to get to the top, not matter 
what it takes. Owning the most "things" is a mark of success, and competition is more 
important than relationship building. Obedience by those producing creates profits for 
the few at the top, the "successful" ones. 
Cultural Creatives value freedom for personal exploration and growth, believe that 
each personal has a unique gift that enriches the whole. They believe that being 
connected to earth and living in harmony with each other is a fundamental truth. They 
value diversity, living in equity, and inclusion is favored. 

You are likely to be a Cultural Creative if you...  
 
1. ...love Nature and are deeply concerned about its destruction  
2. ...are strongly aware of the problems of the whole planet (global warming, 
destruction of rainforests, overpopulation, lack of ecological sustainability, 
exploitation of people in poorer countries) and want to see more action on them, 
such as limiting economic growth  
3. ...would pay more taxes or pay more for consumer goods if you could know the 
money would go to clean up the environment and to stop global warming  
4. ...place a great deal of importance on developing and maintaining your 
relationships  
5. ...place a lot of value on helping other people and bringing out their unique 
gifts  
6. ...do volunteering for one or more good causes  
7. ...care intensely about both psychological and spiritual development  
8. ...see spirituality or religion as important in your life, but are concerned about 
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the role of the Religious Right in politics  
9. ...want more equality for women at work, and more women leaders in business 
and politics  
10. ...are concerned about violence and abuse of women and children around the 
world  
11. ...want our politics and government spending to put more emphasis on 
children's education and well-being, on rebuilding our neighborhoods and 
communities, and on creating an ecologically sustainable future  
12. ...are unhappy with both the Left and the Right in politics, and want a to find 
a new way that is not in the mushy middle  
13. ...tend to be somewhat optimistic about our future, and distrust the cynical 
and pessimistic view that is given by the media  
14. ...want to be involved in creating a new and better way of life in our country  
15. ...are concerned about what the big corporations are doing in the name of 
making more profits: downsizing, creating environmental problems, and 
exploiting poorer countries  
16. ...have your finances and spending under control, and are not concerned 
about overspending  
17. ...dislike all the emphasis in modern culture on success and "making it," on 
getting and spending, on wealth and luxury goods  
18. ...like people and places that are exotic and foreign, and like experiencing and 
learning about other ways of life.  
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The Challenge: 
How Much Can We Change Mass and Individual Consciousness 

by January 2020? 

What can I do? What can we do? Is it worth it? 
We begin where we are. With this new information, we begin with new insight and 
possibilities. We begin, knowing the manifested forms around us are well entrenched 
and the culture we have lived within has emerged from the Outsider's agendas to 
control, dominate, use, divide, and encourage violence. So we begin in a "reality" that 
has caused great pain and death and with the power of our right to choose, we jump 
into a reality that is in alignment to our Divine Nature and Earth Mission. 

• To build new, we choose to 'jump realities'.  

• To build new, we commit to our original Mission. 
• To build new, we take back our voice as authorities on this planet. 

• To build new, we recognize our place in a very extensive group, most of whom are 
in unseen bodies where greater possibilities exist. 

• To build new, we recognize that each individual is a part of the work to identify 
what is destroying the entire Web of Life and work together to remove that 
destroying force, the Outsiders and those who have aligned with them. 
(turncoats) 

• To build new, we embrace the laws for this work: 
• The Law of Personal Authority 

• The Law of Individual discernment 
• The Law of Manifestation as a means to identify what would destroy 

• The Assignments of Male and Female as partners with Spiritual teams to 
identify, remove, dismantle Outsider energy  

• We actively build from the Home energy of Love/Wholeness/ One. 
• We recognize the partnership between Sun Intelligence and Earth Intelligence in 

holding space and resources for all in the Web of Life. 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Next Steps in Mission  

Points to note: 
A. Soul request for return to Divine Family agenda has already been made 

B. Who would you want with you on your team or board of advisers? 

C. Activate and energize Earth volunteers through Imagination, White Light, Dialogue 

D. Understand the paradox concept, in this case dismantle and built  

E. We work with the truth that one individual on the planet is directly connected to 
millions in group mind space. We work in group mind space 

F. Build solid relationship with the two worlds you live within, Physical and Spiritual. This 
was to be done during the years between birth and 5. Do it for yourself now 

G. Bring those of your Divine Family forward, by invitation and request. Work within your 
inner quiet, imagination with story telling, music, dance, poetry, Reality Statements 
and dialogue 

H. Clear all earth mission volunteers using the Long Distance TAG audio, bring all of your 
Divine Family members into that space with the Reality Statement that all energies, at 
any manifested dimension that is fear, chaos, control based is healed from it seed/
origin. 

I. Time travel to identify and remove imprints at insertion and major points of activation 
or expansion 

J. Understand that the are extensive teams of PTO, Galactic Council members and even 
Outsider recovery teams. Outsiders are actively participating in bringing their members 
home 

K. Contracts in male bodysuits can be removed in all, simply by request 

L. Birth plans can to cleared -bring the 11th hour protocol into the Long Distance TAG 
audio and activate that clearing on behalf of yourself and all those you are connected to 
through Divine relationship 

M. Ask that the various intelligence forms within nature, water, plants, trees, stones, 
mineral, etc. hold the Reality Statement as a program to be broadcast  

N. Imagine Tesla towers and program the clearing into the towers 
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Resources 

Reality Statements and Reality Shift 
Reality Statements are used to set the goals or outcome. Used within the Reality 
Shift, it is powerful tool to change course. You will receive to tools for this.  

1. a pdf of a Daily Protocol to anchor and expand the goals set 

2. an audio recording of the Daily protocol that will walk you through the steps. 
3. a video to show you how to do the movements of the Reality Shift process which 

is the Daily process. 
Weblink for more information: https://www.restored2yoursoul.com/realityshift.html 

Reality Statements as you begin: 
My Spiritual teachers and guides have the qualities of: ______________ 

Statements for connecting to original Earth Mission. 

• All that is required for a strong, healthy physical body and vibrant life come 
together with the help of my Spiritual and Physical teams.

• Our world is designed to value, respect and implement women’s visions, voices 
and declaration for exclusive Good. 

• Our world honors the mission of souls in Male bodysuits of Heart-centered 
discernment and strength. 

• I reclaim the authority of my life. It is restored, claimed and acted upon.

• The Male mission of nurturing sits firmly within the safety and Light of Female 
discernment and authority. 

• My space is Sovereign and Sacred.

• I place all to whom I made Sacred Contracts into the hands of Divine Good that 
they be moved to their next Highest and Best Place. Divine Good dissolves what 
seems impossible and opens doors where there were none.
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Time Travel to Prevent Insertion of Outsider Concepts 

It is powerful to use Imagination and Time Travel to identify the insertion point of the 
outside concept that has manifested in the situation you have named. With your 
authority and spiritual team, prevent the insertion.  
As you hold space, you can affirm that the energy flow is for the exclusive use of the 7 
Divine Families. Also, bring in representative of the Galactic Council to anchor their 
declaration that. "Agendas that bring control, domination, usury and harm are not 
allowed in any Galactic Space." 
Identify a situation that you recognize as something other than Love/Wholeness or any 
of the aspects of those qualities.  
Use your journal to track the conversation and directions.  

Affirm your Sacred, Sovereign Space with boundaries, Invite into your space those 
from the unseen worlds who are aligned to your values and this work. Call in the 
specific Beings that you have asked to work with you this year.  
Breathe and relax your body and mind. Use any of your tools to move into a quiet inner 
world. 
Affirm that you have called this group together in order to be shown the insertion point 
of the concept that has manifested as _____________. Let yourself be with the 
energy field as everyone aligns. 

You can use this dialogue: 
Who of our families of Light knows the point when this concept was inserted? Be open 
until you hear within something like, "I do". 
In your imagination, hold hands or stand together with this guide. Ask to be taken to 
that point at the count of three. 
Gently breathe, let go of the physical to the count of 1, breathing, further and further 
back to the count of 2, feel the safety, the warmth as the breath moves you to the count 
of three. 

In your imagination, look down and see what is on your feet and what you are wearing.  
Look around. You are the silent observer. Who is gathered? Any outsiders? What idea 
are they considering to insert to further their domination?  
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How do they plan to do the insertion? Deceit which will have turncoats give them 
permission? Violence to create a vulnerable spot to overlay? Creation of a broadcasting 
tower to persuade minds? Or? 

You and your team will watch as the discussion take place. In the past, those discussion 
took place outside of our Divine Family's field and were therefore permitted. Things 
have changed however. The Galactic Council has decreed that NO such ideas or 
agendas are allowed anywhere within the Great Galactic space. 

As any point, you can call for the field to be "freeze framed", stopped and frozen. 
When you and your team are ready, in your imagination, go to the Outsider group, 
awaken them and with the help of the Galactic Council beings declare that they have no 
right to propose such ideas. Then, in behalf of the Divine Families declare that the 
Outsiders have not right to influence or have presence in our space.  
You can use the words, "Your presence, your agendas, this idea is NOT Acceptable!" 

Hold those decrees as the PTO teams move in to move the Outsiders back to their 
home and healing teams restore the vibrations fields to sovereignty and wholeness. 

Clap you hands, snap your fingers and the distorted energies are crystallized and 
transformed back to light. 

Affirm any of the Reality Statements that are appropriate for this release. 
Sense that new world and breathe the new freedom and reality into yourself and exhale 
it out into your Divine Family and onto the planet. 

You can use this same process to be taken to any past point in which the concept was 
anchored or activated within Humanity's life flow. 

During the year course, you will receive an audio for this as a guided meditation. 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Birth intentions and the 11th hour 
11th Hour* 

 

 

Reality Statements for the 11th 
Hour Process:

•The 90% of Negative Karma intended for transformation in my life plan is 
freeze framed until it is released as had been planned.

•I exist in the energy of Sacred, Sovereign Ground within the Phoenix platform 
cocooned with the Red Rock Vortex and the Powerful HazMat field.

•I am connected and held within my Divine Soul Family of  Leadership Power 
in its many forms.

•My world recognizes, values and embraces Soul’s standing in their Power, 
Divine Nature and All Aspects of Good.

•I am Safe in a World that reflects the Mission and Agendas of the Galactic 
Divine Families.

•I am a Presence of: _______ (what are the qualities and values that you bring/
are determined to bring into your experiences

An audio for an 11th Hour TAG healing session will be part of the year long course.  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Reality Statements  
Read them, imagine them 
completed and, use them within 
the Reality Shift Process**.



*11th Hour: This is a program that grew out of the Magic Parenting mentorship. It 
was while I was asking questions to help adults prepare for parenting in new ways that 
I was told about the extensive birth plans that "souls" make.  

When I realized that the intention was to have 90% of the heavy, negative patterns 
transformed by age one, I was shocked.  

At that time I have a client who was 92 years old. She was bright, intelligent, and very 
clear that she did not want to 'linger into death'. No deteriorating disease for her! We 
had worked together for over three years when the Magic Parenting came into being. 
One day I looked at my client through the eyes of her birth plan and her age. She go die 
overnight. Was it possible that I could put together a protocol that, in her 11th hour of 
life, would give her spiritual team permission to clear that 90% of negative karma at 
her age? If so, that would be a massive amount of density that she would never have to 
deal with. The answer was "Yes!" 

So, the 11th Hour Healing Protocol came into being.  

** Reality Shift Process is what you have in the audio for TAG Daily Protocol 
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